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Amazingly Diverse

EW

Jazz Review Is Praised
By BRIAN LEO
"The Soul of Jazz," an amazingly diverse and energized revue
featuring Marion Williams and a
troupe of seven musicians, was
presented in the Concert Hall
Wednesday night.
Unfortunately, the group was
booked only about two weeks ago,
I discovered, and with the resultant lack of publicity, there was .a
small audience; they were, howev(!r ,· wildly pleased by the :per'•
formance.
EessentialJy a ilevue
Possibly the most interesting
point to be made concerning their
,. · • • NEWEST PARKING area opened up to iltudenta js located be· .
show is that they infused each
tween Santa Clara Dorm and Lomas Blvd. The area will acscene with their 1>wn liveliness
commodate .several hundred cars, but was found to be empty by
the LOBO. The new parking area is ·doser to the Library than ·: ~and authodtY., .and yet did- not too
..
the Johnson Gym parking areas.
terribly alter the gene they were
portraying. Although later in the
program, especially in the third
· ·
.
., • section, they.. \Iegan to. have llOrt
Of a jazz conC!!J't sound,·~1lt -eacn
approach of self-conscwusness
they would re-establish their contact with an dependence on the
audience and thereby retain the
presence of a musical revue, This
is a difficult line to hold; so often
groups lose their informality and
openness and settle down to
By BOB STOREY
the new student government. simply delineating a musical mesThere
are still some organizations sage of some sort or other.
The main job for the Associated
existing
without charters because
Students Attorney General this
Roots in Work
semester will be to straighten out they went through the charterIn the first. section, the song
the procedures for chartering ing procedure while the new gov- which grew out of the burdens of
campus organizations, said newly ernment was being formed.
the laboring Negroes was exappointed Attorney General Rick
Most of the old organizations plored. It was hindered in it's efBolton in a LOBO interview last have appropriations from the As- fectiveness by the fact that the
night. Bolton said that he would sociated Students budget but will majority of the seven male dancimmediately begin working with be unable to get them until they ers and actors were really the
Dean of Students Harold Laven- are recognized.
musicians, and their characterizder-and the Student Affairs
Charters Examined
ations of the furious labor which
Committee to outline chartering
Bolton said that under the con- was their ancestors' lot was
procedures.
stitution an organization's charter wooden and almost satiric. The
"The whole thing is in a big would be given to the Student Af- situation was explained when the
mess." Bolton said. "Everything fairs Committee for evaluation. "actors" appeared later in their
goes from the Student Affairs They would serve in an advisory true roles, although the opening
Committee to Dean Lavender and function to Dean Lavender. After minutes were slow.
then it just stops at the Attorney approval by both Student Affairs
Ellington Germinal
General because here wasn't one.'' and Lavender, the Attorney GenThere was a scene in which a
Senate Hafted
eral would present the application narrator told of the emergence of
Duke Ellington, and the banjoist
Bolton said that Student Senate to Senate for approval.
·
moved
into a soft, sensitive renwas powerless to act on any legisMost of the organizations which
lation for chartering until he was have already been recognized dering of "Sophistocated Lady".
It struck me that Ellington also
appointed because the student would have no difficulty getting
constitution gives the whole job rechartered. Those new organiza- pioneered this kind of total preof setting up he process to the tions would have to prove their sentation by his composition of
"Black, Brown, and Beige," and
Attorney General.
purpose and feasibility.
"A Drum is a Woman," several
There are 92 campus organizaElection Coming
years ago. It seems impossible to
tions which are not recognized by
Bolton said that he would or- deny the influence of Ellington
Senate because they do not have ganize the elections committee
a charter. This includes all old stu- and the procedures for the Fall in the field of jazz revues. I did
dent organizations on campus be- elections which will be held in feel, however, a certain greater
immediacy and informality than
cause none has a charter under the near future.
the television presentation of
He wil !also .serve in his old some months ago, "The Strolling
position as a legislative assistant Twenties.''
to Associated Students President
Contemporary Times
Dan Dennison, until someone is
I have some questions of a
appointed to succeed him.
general nature on the problem of
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

G e•n era I•
To Charter Clubs

i

WANT ADS

•

4 line ad., 65c-4 ttm .., S2.00. Insertions
muat be oubmltted by noon on day before
publloatlon to Room 159, Student Publioatlono Building. Phone 217·4002 or 211·4102.
SERVICES
TYP.EWRITER oales & repair. Spedal
rates to UNM students. on aU macllines.
Free pickup & delivery, E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone .2430588.
FOR SALE
1965 HONDA, 65 e..a., like new, $200 with
helmet. Call 299·4192. 10/20-26.
TUXEDO, ••Arter·Six.u purchased from
Stromberg's, worn twice. complete with
accessories. $65.00. Second tuxedo in ..
eluded free. Call 298-4975, 10/21. 24, 26,
HJ.FI system complete. $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, pre~ampJifier. 55 watt. and speak·
er cabinet with tweeter, mid-rnnge
woarcr speakers. CaU _Lt. Morgan. 2S4...
2088. 10/21, 24, 26, 31.
'57 CORVETTE (301 rebuilt moter, enm.
solid lifters. new top, new brakes and
other equipment. $800. Call Dan Den·
nisson, 277-4181 or 277-4406. 10/22!._~
HELP WANTED
IS your wite busy? Can she qualify as n

s:drminu soon .. You're

Oh]Y

r.tetJs away

from fun nnd POJ)Ufnrity. Spreinl nr ..
ratlrr(,>menU; for organizations. Call now
. , • V. Meunier, 2U6.2223, 10/10·26.
SUNDAY Di~ner r Tlte. G!~b ~t tire Gold:
ell H~art are holding a public barb.,.,uo
Oet. 23 from 6·7 p.m. Don't worry about
Dinner on SundB.Y--come over !<> the
Sir, E11 howw, 1991 La. LomM tor n
!!relit meal. Only 75 cents a. plate.
40/20, 21.
LOST&FOUND
LOST. Ladies Bulova wnteh between Lnw
parking lot nnd Mitchell Hall. Reward
offered. Phone 299·4627, 10/20, 21.

--,.....,..,.-...,..,....:,-.

CAUTION: SOFT SHOULDER

.... ::

Phone

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

And then?

SPRITE!

A lambswool classic: pullovc!r in the V·
neck tradition. An easy-going way of adding to your sweater collection that's availabln at the Establishment in a line-up of
\)'Orthy colours.

}irttntan's
TERRACE AT CENTRAL SE .

o

4

.a·:

4330 Lomas NE

And then?

And then you unleash it.

1t fizzes! It roarnl It bubbles with

good cheer!
Heads turn. Whisperings. "Who's that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what's
in that cur·ious o·ecn bottle that's making such
a racket?"
And.Y<>U 1 Ve arrived! The distinctive taste and
ebull;ent character of Sprite has set you apart.
You re somebody, uh .•. uh, whoever-you-are.

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLlNG, WE JUST CQULON'T
KEEP IT oun:T.
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nine throws for 190 yards.
BYU's defense :PUt on a strong
show by stopping the Lobos twice
on goaUine stands. It limited the
Lobos to 277 yards with most of
that coming at New Mexico's end
of the field.
The Lobos found a fine runner
in Robert Romans, who rushed
for 79 yards. Romans was the man
who set up the Lobos' one TD
with his running. Last week
against Wyoming he displayed
much the same style.
Quarterback Rick Beitler got a
little better protection this week
and responded with eight completions in sixteen attempts for 103
yards. A few other good passes
were dropped by his receiver.s.
The defense was the big disap··
pointment for coach Bill Weeks as
well as for the 18,524 fans who
attended the game which was
played in perfect 70 degree
weather.
The game started with the Cou-

Demos Attend
Candidate Rally

Land Alliance Blocks Road

Libraries' Policy Defended

z··'

sea-~'

gars receiving the kick and mov- found split end Phil Odie behind pack made their only try to get
ing steadily downfield. On a first ' the Lobo secondary at the UNM back into the game. They came
and ten at the Lobos' ~3 the Cou- · 30. With the help of an official within about six inches, but the
gars lost the ball on a Perry .Rod· who threw a fine block at UNM tough BYU defense held for four
rique fumble which was recovered safety Ace Hendricks, Odie ran downs from their own two. In the
by Paul Smith. The Lobos were the rest of the way to the end Lobos' drive Romans was the
unable to move the ball and Den- zone untouched. The PAT was no main cog, carrying the ball eight
nis· Good punted to the .BYU 25.
good and the was 12-0.
,..
Again the Cougars moved the _.:.F:_o::;l:.lo:.w::.::in:::g:..::tw:_:_:_o_p~u.::n:.:ts=-..:th:::.e:___W_:_:o:.lf:_·-_ _ ___:(_C_o_n_t_in_u_e__d_o_n....::p_a..::ge_S..:.)_ _
ball easily until another fumble,
this time at the UNM 46, stopped
the drive. Good was again called
on to punt after three plays netted the Lobos a meager two yards.
The two teams exchanged ·punts
one again and BYU then got the
ball on its 47 on a Carl Jackson
fumble. From there the Cougars,
led by Carter's running and passing, went into the end zone with
Carter capping the drive with a
Cargo's stand has been nominal,
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
two-yard sneak. The placement
Several political ·personalities while his has been vigorous.
was wide and the score was 6-0.
Mrs. Gail Baker Schmidt was
The Lobos could not get the of- and candidates attended a rally not present Friday during the
fense moving and kicked from sponsored by the Young Demo- meeting, but her campaign mantheir 36 to the BYU 26. Four
ager Sanford Abrams distributed
plays later Carter faded back and crats Friday.
Senators Clinton Anderson and information concerning her canJoseph Montoya, Rep. E. S. John- didacy. Abrams said that Mrs.
ny Walker, and candidates for Schmidt is presently a graduate
Governor and Lt. Governor (res- student in English at UNM. Her
pectively) Gene Lusk and Fabian write-in candidacy is being sponChavez were present to answer sored by the Citizens Acting For
students' questions concerning Peace with the purpose of establishing a grass roots movement to
current issues.
:Present an important issue which
Singing Demonstration Held
has not been embraced by either
The meeting also witnessed a party.
singing demonstration in favor of
Crystallize Peace Movement
the write-in candidacy of Mrs.
Mrs. Schmidt's stand repl'eGail Baker Schmidt. Mrs. Schmidt an attempts to crystalize a Viet
is running outside of any party Nam peace movement within New
structure for the position oc- Mexico. Abrams said that they
cupied by Rep. Tom Morris. Mr. have 700 workers around the
Schuble Cook is the Republican state, but he added that they do
candidate currently opposing Mor- not intend to expend any subris for the position.
ztanti:.l amount of money.
Lusk Discusses Debate
Gubernatorial candidate Gene
Lusk said that he thougJ1t "nothing would be accomplished" by a
formal debate between himself
and his Republican opponent,
1 David Cargo. He said that the
· one such debate which took ·place
earlier in the campaign provided
each candidate one and one-half
minutes discussion on each issue.
"The viewers' impressions concerning these stands could not
help but be invalid,'' he added.
FINISHING UP pl11ns for this year's Homecoming are Homecoming Committee members (from left):
the LOBO suggested that
When
Woody Wilson, Jeuy .Roell!, Jan Bennett, Bill Dolan, Paulette Key, Gary Rowan, Kathleen Rail, Ro·
debate
procedure be improved to
berta Thomas, Elizabeth Browning, Jack Redman (kneeling), Mark Epstein, and Joe Fiorillo.
provide sufficient time for elaboration on issues, Lusk said that
nothing would be accomplished
by a debate even if this could be
done.
Vigorous Stand by Chavez
Fabian Chavez, candidate for
members were there the park was last night. Blake was serving 42 Lt. Governor, said that the esBy United Press International
DR. J. L. RffiBSOMER, UNM
years following his conviction sential difference between his
chemistry professor since 1945,
(ALBUQUERQUE)-The num- used daily by tourists,
in 1961 for betraying .British support of the repeal of the fair
--a-has received the 1966 Annual..
ber of persons at the Federal Alsecrets
to the Kremlin. Com- trade liquor laws and the similar
Award of the New Mexko Aca·
Education
Is
Stressed
liance of Land Grant's "Republic''
demy of Science. It was given
(MILWAUKEE) -Vice Pres- mander Evan Jones is investigat- stand taken by Republican David
in the Carson National Forest has .ident Humphrey says the nation's ing possible international political Cargo is Chavez' "willingness to
to him in recognition of his
continued contributions to the
swelled today to 160 or more .•. number-one job must be to see implications in Blake's escape. fight for the repeal of these
laws." Chavez maintained that
field of science at UNM.
(Continued on page 5)
and there is a report a private that every child in every community
gets
an
education
second
to
citizen: may ha\'e been hurt. when
none. He said there is a great
he tried to enter the park's rest need for more schools ••. teachers
camp today.
• • • elementary school libraries
Forest Supervisor Don Seaman and school librarians. The Vice
says he had received an uncon· President also pledged Social
Security benefits would be inreduced by enforcing security reproductions of even the largest
By BOB STOREY
firmed report that a resident of creased by 10 per cent before the
measures,"
Miss Benham's letter pages from books in the library.
The UNM libraries' policy of
northern New MeXico was kept winter is over. His remarks were
Staff Said Inadequate
said,
from entering the rest camp by contained in a prepared statement examining the books and purses
Miss Benham said that one
In a LOBO interview, Miss
armed "deputies" of the Republic. for a rally of the elderly this of students leaving them in the Benham said, "I think that one of the reasons for the !!ecurity of
Seaman says the man ••• as yet evening in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. libraries was defended in a lett-er of the reasons for the high losses the library is that there is not
--a-to the LOBO from Miss Lois is that most students do not know enough staff to have a paging
unidentified ••. may have had his
Toll Rises
leg injured when a gate was slamBenham, Chairman of the Gradu- about the services offered by the system in the stacks, she said
that there wa.s also a limited
library.''
(ABERFAN, WALES) - So
med.
ate Student Council Library
of money available to'.'
amount
"Our
library
is
undergoing
one
far,
the
bodies
of
109
children
and
However, Seaman says so far
Committee.
make
purchases
of lost material.
of
the
most
critical
periods
of
its
26
adults
have
been
recovered
he has not been able to contact
Three
Steps
Asked
growth
and
we
must
do
our
part
from
thousands
of
tons
of
black
Miss
Behnam's
letter
said
that
the man or verify the story.
Miss
Benham's
letter asked
He says there are no plans to coal sludge that roared down an the policy of examining students' to help it,'' she continued.
students
and
faculty
to take
Can
Copy
Anything
try and move the Alliance mem- 800-foot man-made mountain in articles on leaving the libracy
three
steps
to
help
alleviate
much
Head
Librarian,
David
0.
Aberfan,
Wales,
Friday.
Most
was
one
of
the
recotnmendations
bers out .. , because last Sunday
of
the
ill
feeling
about
the
li·
Kelly
said
that
there
was
no
ex·
victims
were
elementary
school
the
Graduate
Students'
Li·
from
they left and he is hoping they do
brary.
children
between
the
ages
of
five
cuse
for
students
trying
to
rebrary
Committee.
She
said
the
the same thing today.
Students and faculty should
Seaman says he also heard the and 11. How many more lie dead policy was recommended to help move books or literature from the
group was holding some .sort of beneath the rubble is unknown, stop some of the losses incurred library. "If they can't check the make them!!elves aware of the
meeting in their forest republic but 51 children stili are missing by the library and to insure book out or if they need to have financial and physical disadvan•
a copy of the material in them tages under which the library
against losses.
. • • but says he dM!! not have any and unaccounted for•
~athey can get copies made of any- operates, they should recognize
Can't Alford Replacements
idea what it is at !about.
thing in library,'' he said. Kelley the disadvantages that can come
"As
the
library
cannot
afford
Escape Investigated
Although Reies Tijerina • . •
said
that there were two copying should the library become inadeto
replace.
large
numbers
of
lost
(LONDON)- One of Scotland
pre1lident of the Alliance , • , says
machines
in the library as well as quate, and they should demand
materials
and
it
is
not
feasible,
Yard's
top
sypcatchers
has
been
that some 500-thousand acres in
and around the forest belong to put to work on the escape of to close the stacks, it was our a copying laboratory in the base- support for the financial welfare
the Alliance • • • Seaman says George Blake ••• a Soviet master feeling that the high rate of loss ment. The lab in the ba!!ement of the University, Miss Benham
during the week when no Alliance agent who fled a London prison the collection undergoes must be has a technician who will make said.
By JEFF DENNARD
The UNM · LObos had another
rough day at University Stilaium
Satul"day as they fell befQrlnhe
Brigh!lm .Young Cougar!! and
their quarterback Virgil Carter,
33-6.
.
· Much like the last week's game
against the Cowboys of Wyoming,
the Lobos never got their offense
rolling and the defense could not
hold off the Cougar attack. The
Lobos had three chances to hit
paydirt, ·but could only capitalize
on one occasion.
The Cougars, on the other hand,
moved the ball with ease. Their
total offense was 435 yards, with
much of that corning on long
gainers. The 'Cats ran over the
Lobos for 245 yards and passed
for another 190. The boys from
Provo were led in the rushing department by Perry Rodrique, followed by John Ogden and Carter.
Carter had a good day in the passing department as he completed

·.,~.

FRANK'S
DRIVE-IN

7> 7 '"f, 7't9

Don't sweat it, basketball
("

Chewed :Up By BYU Cougars

••

secretary? If so, .have her- contact us

immediately. Excellent salary and work..
ing hours. Call Barnhill Ar,sociatcs. Mrs.
Seara, 265·7766. 10/17-26.
s·rongNT Octogenarian, proficient at ide
hor!l:~y, must ltnow Zulu dance, r~ad and
arr.angCl' for cimbnJott chamber ttio• .iJou~
hle en no:;e fiutC~. No_ Wt~k _t>nds* alt!flP
in. Liberal benefit.<> from Pnl'tY Time
"""h SaturdAY 10 p.m. Where et;c hut
KHFM, 96,3 MC.
PERSONALS
DANCE with <'onfldence. New cla~:;eo be·

Vol. 70

~~----------------------------

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Wednesday's show, "The Soul of
Jazz." Certainly these are not
trying to do the same things, and
a revue does not re-create actual
life, but "The Soul of Jazz"
sounded a little like the old "Old
Maid" card, "Steppin' Sam",
looked.

'·Auorney

'

..
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Parade Will Highlight Homecoming Events

..,

For the first time in seven
years Homecoming at UNM will
include a parade. The parade
will be at 10 a.m. on Saturday,
Nov. 5, immediately preceding
the UNM vs. CSU football game.
The route will be from Richmond
to University on Central, then
down University to Mesa Vista
Rd. NE.
The theme for this year's parade, as well as all the Homecoming activities, will be "Land of
Storybook Dreams." Heading up
the entries will be Little Sisters
of Minerva, Mesa Vista Dormitory, City Residents Council, Kappa Alpha fraternity, Santa Clara
Dormitory, Civil Engineers, Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, Baptist Student Union, Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity, and the Naval
ROTC unit.
Music will be pl·ovided by the
following Albuquerque bands:
Manzano High School band, UNM
Clean clothes .••
••• last longer!

"NOW MEN, SATURDAY'S GAME NOT ONLY HURT
OUR CONFERENCE STANDING BUT OUR NEILSON
RATIN(; IS SHOT TO HELL." ~~

U. Faculty to Discuss
2 Draft Resolutions
By TOM GARCIA
stated content, not on those opiA general faculty meeting will nions which they themselves have
be held soon to discuss two re- expressed.
Dr. Selinger has said that the
solutions on the draft proposals
made by Dr. Carl Selinger, UNM student deferme~t represents a
Law professor, and Dr. Paul serious injustice because of the
Schmidt, chairman of the philo- higher proportion of poor and
sophy department.
culturally-deprived persons draftThe two resolutions were pass- ed under the present system.
Dr. Schmidt said that under
ed Thursday in a meeting by the
UNM chapter of the American the present system in whicb. SeAssociation of Univ~rsity Pro- lective Service requires a student
fessors. The group ObJects to the to make satisfactory progress in
present relationship. betwee1;1 Se- ••his academic field in order to obJective Service and the Univer- tain an educational deferment
" · sity. The resolutions will now be has resulted in far too much pres~
presented in a general faculty sure for high grades.
meeting,
Would Abolish Deferments
Both Professor Selinger and
Professor Schmidt, in their proposed resolutions propose abolition of the present student deferA prize for the organization
ment in favor of the national lottery system, and to separate the filling the most "ditty bags" has
University from the Selective been offered by the Associated
Students. These bags are being
Service.
filled
so that every serviceman in
They hope to accomplish this
VietNam
has at least one Christby withholding information on
mas
present.
student grades and records. The
UNM has pledged to fill :1.000
two commented that they have
received much response from both gift sacks of the 2200 allotted to
students and faculty in regard to Bernalillo County, Dan Dennison,
their views on the draft and the Associated Students President,
war in VietNam.
said that in making the decision
to fill10000 bags, UNM has been
Both Have Commented
assigned the duty of filling 46 per
They have both commented on cent of those all allotted to Bertheir personal attitudes toward nalillo County.
the draft and the war on several
occasions. They have, however,
made it clear that their proposals
should be considered on their

Ditty Bag Filling
Could Win Prizes

£-

...

Monday, October 24,.1966

marching band, and the Zoot
Finsters of Sigma Chi. Any other band interested in entering the
parade may contact parade chairman Paulette Key at the Union.

Mpnd'ny, October ~4,1966

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

.Cost~o Must Go,
U. Wallpack Harriers Finish Last
Says "Carlos Dioz In Weekend Cross-Country Meet
By LYNN MILLER
Castro must be lmot!ked from
power in five years or he can
never be austid,:- Car los Diaz, a
Cuban refugee and UNM student, told the Young Americans
for Freedom at their weekly
meeting Thursday night.
"We (the underground) have
the manpower to overthrow Castrti} but not the unity," he said.
"There is a shortage of food in
Cuba," he said, explaining that
the people are very close to 'Starvation.
Outlined History
Diaz gave a short history of
Castro's rise to power, telling how
his (Castro's) principles and policies changed radically shortly
after he gained control of the Cuban government. Diaz said that
there have been many mass executions, and that Castro now has
approximately 150,000 poli!Ucal
prisoners.
"We need social reforms in
Cuba," Diaz said. "Castro offered
this, and thus gained a large following during Batista's reign," he
added. "However, things are
worse now than ever before," he
said.
Many Are Mistaken
Diaz said that many people do
not realize what Communism truly
is. "Many think that the Communists are just socialists," he
said. He assured YAF, however,
that this was not the case. "Castro
is teaching the children to hate
everyone who is not a Communist," Diaz said. Be explained
that this goes as far as teaching
children to turn on their parents
and friends who do not support
C~istro.
;;"~~:: ,~., .,. ,..R

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers

Prescriptions Filled
Free Glasses. Adiustment
Repair Service
Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescriptions

E'xpert on Swiss and
American Watches

-

WATCHES·- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

CASEY OPTICAl
Next to Your Drug Store

4312 Lomas NE

255,6329

Mr. Richard L. Nohl, a member of the Admissions Board at the
Harvard University Graduate School of Business''Adminis'fration,
will be at the University of New Mexico on Monday, October 31,
to talk to men and women interested in graduate study in business as a career of excitement and creative opportunity. Requirements for admission for the two-year course, leading to a degree
of Master in Business Administration (M.B.A.), include a college
degree in any field of concentration, a standing in "at least the
top third of the class, and a record of achievement in campus
activities, business, the military, or elsewhere. Seniors, or others,
wishing to talk to Mr. Nohl should contact Mr. H: M. ·campbell,
Director of Placement, for an appointment.
·
· ·· '

call 243-5671 today!

Nobody has a smoother line!

"'

Than

Mr:Wrangler®

... '"'

_•IH"

in PERMANENT PRESS

Shirts and Slacks
"•

with FoaTREL"

l

'

Sa~'rlo more •.• Mr. Wrangler has the last word in that
stay-neat, wrinkle-free look. Naturally, they're
Permanently Pressed 50% Forteel
polyester, 50% cotton. Completely guaranteed
for one year's normal wear.
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Smith Breaks Record

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUD!;NTS & FACULTY

NEED GLASSES?

NEW MEXICO LOBO

This wekeend was as disastrous
for the cross country team as
they finished last in a meet at
Arizona State. The four mile
race, held in Tempe, was run
over what looked like Death Valley. The site was completely devoid of vegetation and life, save
30 scantilly clad distance runners
and a good assortment of cactus.
The helllicious environment coupled with the awe inspiring competition proved to be the undoing
Hackett's Harriers, who scored
44 points as compared to 38 for
winner Oregon St. and 40 for
ASU.
Arizona State's Lou Scott set
a fast opening pace which left
the rest of the field except for
Tracy Smith (Oregon State) and
George Scott (UNM) far behind. This speedy pace began to
toll on George and Lou Scott aft. er two miles when they began
dropping back fast. The remainder of the race was all Smith's.
He finished in 20:54.7 which
broke the existing course record.
By well over a minute and a
half. Lou Scott finished in 21:05
and George Scott came in at
21:37.
John Baker, a former Lobo
cross country man who is now

training for the 1968 Olympics,
placed an impressive 4th in
22:15.
The Wolfpack was again without the aid of sufficient depth.
Pete De Windt and Web Loudat
finished well up in the scoring but
Bob Nanninga and Pete DeOrio
faded to the back of the pack
and staggered in at the 13th and
17th positions respectively.
Asked after the race how he
felt about the depth problem,
Hackett answered that it would
be eliminated before the all-important conference meet.
"Several of the boys didn't
work out this summer and therefore are coming around a bit
slow," said Coach Hackett, "but
with three more weeks of good
working out, they will be ready."

Blue Key, senior men's honorary, has accepted the responsi·
bility of selecting UNM's nominees far Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities.
Application forms may be
picked up in the Deans' Office in

OPTICALLY CORRECT lENSES
JUST EAST OF THE CAMPUS
AT THE TRIANGLE

Will Be Interviewing B.S. & M.S. Chemical Engineers
ON

NOV. 29, 1966

For work in: Process and Product Research and Development, Engineering Research and Development, Engineering, Technical Service,
Chemical Manufacturing, Construction, Process Control, Computer
Activities, Process & Product Marketing, and Market Research and
Economics.

Sign Up For Interviews at the Placement Office
•

Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Fo·rce:
can you help us solve one?

.

-.

'

--.
•

6. Space propulsion. As our
space flights cover greater
and greater distances, propulsion-more than anything else-will become the
limiting foetor. New fuels •
and new propulsion techniques must be found, if we
ore to keep on exploring
the mysteries of space. And
il may well be on Air Force
scientist on his first assign.
ment who makes the big
breakthrough!

listen to KUNM

HAMBURGERS

I

1. Repairs in space. If .something goes
wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how con it
be fixed? Answers must be found, if large·
scale space opero11ons ore to become a
reality. For this and other assignments Air
Force scientists and engine~rs will be 4. Space orientation. The orbital prob·
called on to answer in !he next lew years, lams of a spacecraft, including its ability
we need the best brains ovailoble.
to maneuver over selected points on the
earth, ore of vital importance to the mili·
2. Lunar landing. The ...
tory utilizotion of space. There are plenly
exact composition of "~
of assignments for young Air Force physi·
the lunar surface, as
cists in this area.
·
well as structure!
and propulsion characteristics of the space
vehicle, enter into
lhis problem. Important study remains to
be done-and, as an Air Force officer,
you could be the one lo do it!

has
Kosher HOT DOGS

A

ON SPECIAl TUESDAY

\-.

r

(Oct. 25)

(regular price 25c)

Across the street
from the campus
1916 Central SE
II a.m.-11 p.m.

SIMON'S DEPARTMENT
STORE
FIRST & GOLD SW

Mr.Wrangler
CELANESE® FORTRE~ JS A 'l".M, OF FIBER INDUSTRIES, INC,

'

..

-·. ... . . . .

..

metabolic needs over very exlended periods of lime in space is one of the most
foscinoling subjects that
Air Force sdentisls ore in·
vestigoling. The results
promise fa htwe vital rom·
lficotions for our life Oil
earth, as well as In outer
space.

..

7. Pilot performance.
Important tests must still be
mode to determine how the
pilots of manned aero·
spacecraft wi.ll reoct lo
long periods away from
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer be· ~'-=~="-""=J
comes involved in research and develop·
ment right away. But where the most ex·
citing advances are
laking place, young
Air Force scientists,
administrators,
pilots, and engineers
are on the scene.

A good way to start is through Air
rorco ROTC. Superior students may qualify far Air Force scholarships. Many cal·
leges and universities also hove a special
2·year Air Force ROTC program. for de·
tails, contact your neoresf Air Force rep·
resentolive, or nrail the coupon today.

r------.. . _. . . . . _______. ., ________ ._ __,

3. Life-support biology. The filling of

or write

Suite 929, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10001

..

Your Eyes Deserve
RAY • BAN Sun Glasses

.. .

HIIIRYS

the Administration Building, an'tf
must be turned in by Nov, 1 to
the Blue Key mail box in the ·
Activities Center.
Any UNM student who is planning to graduate on or before
June of 1968 may apply.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY

Soccer Club
The rules committee of the
UNM Soccer Club will hold its
first meeting Thursday, Oct. 27
at 8 p.m. in room 231B of the
Union. One representative from
each team must attend as there
have been several matters requiring immediate attention of the
committee.

Blue Key Will Select Who's Who Hopefuls

t
I

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Oopl. RCP6t0

It Randolph AFB, Texas 781~9
5. Synergetic plane changing. The ability of o spacecraft lcU:hange alliludo can
also be crucial to space operations. Where
bul in lhe Air Force could Sc.B!s get the
chance to work on such fascinating projecls right at the start of their careers?
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"Europe is partitioned. An unnatural line runs through
the heart of a very great and very proud nation. History
warns us that until this harsh division has been resolved,
peace in Europe will never be secure.''
THIS WAS a key passage in President Johnson's speech
to the National Conference of Editorial Writers last week. It
showed that the administration rightly recognizes that Germany remains the great issue hindering any over-all settlement in Europe. Most of the political frontiers that have now
emerged from the upheaval of World War II are broadly acceptable, if not natural. The one frontier that manifestly is
not natural-and therefore the one most threatening to stability-is the border cleaving Germany in two.
So long as Germany remains divided thus, there persists an
influence which could always strike at the health and balance
of German domestic politics. Admittedly, some of Germany's neighbors feel that the division is an added insurance
against any repetition of 1914 or 1939. But a healthy and
balanced political life within a reunited Germany would
probably be a more natural and more lasting form of insurance. A reknitting of threads between Eastern and Western
Europe-which is apparently President Johnson's aimwould, of course, bring with it a framework into which a
reunited Germany could fit without threat abroad or humiliation at home.
The very hint of a get-together between Washington and
Moscow for some definitive postwar settlement (albeit 20
years and more after the war's end) can hardly avoid political repercussions in Germany. Germans in both parts of their
divided land know that their future is perforce at the very
core of any European settlement agreed or decided by the
superpowers. And Germans - the "very great and . very
proud" nation as Mr. Johnson so accurately described them
-have no more desire than would any other people to be
bargained over and assigned without any say themselves in
'the process. (Russia's deals on the side with France are only
adding to German touchiness.)
This makes more necessary than ever: (1) an awareness
by the two superpowers that German sensitivities cannot be
ridden roughshod over without risk: and (2) steady, responsible and purposeful political leadership within both
halves of Germany.
EAST GERMAN political leadership is a special case. It is
imposed-and that's that. (This, of course, is a danger in
itself.) But in West Germany, where there is healthy free
play in politics, political leadership looks rather bedraggled
these days-even if it is eminently worthy. Ludwig Erhard is
Chancellor still largely because his party can agree on nobody better. Peoples usually get the governments they deserve. Yet given Germany's unusual situation, how Washington and Moscow behave is bound to have some effect on what
comes to the fore in both Germanys in the months and years
ahead.
-Christian Science Monitor
1
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.,.~

CHEERS DISSENTERS
Dear Editor:
Thanks to a couple of students
who have tried in vain to change
the system at UN;l\-'I for the better, I feel it is now my time to
contribute my two bits or bites,
whatever may be 'the most effective.
My main complaint concerns the
sacred cashier's office. Anyone
who has tried to do business with
this office during the first two
weeks of school will remember
that only those who started in
line at 7 a.m. will make it to the
window at closing time-providing they had friends to bring them
warm chicken soup and moral
support,
Why the hell the administration
cannot set up enough help is beyond my comprehension, but of
course the people who work for
the school don't have to stand in
line, anyway. However, if the tenderfootf;!d personnel in the cashier's office weren't too afraid to
come over to Johnson Gym during registration this problem
might be solved.
Upon completion of registration, the cashier's office would
have 20 people at a long table collecting from or paying out to
various students. This way there
would be no backlog of students,
and everyone would be happy.
If the administration is afraid
of being robbed, I suggest that it
borrow a couple of the seriousminded, arrogant, and high- spirited policemen in front of Mitchell
Hall and let them work for a
change.
Again I thank the few students
who started this "vicious complaining circle." I just hope that
enough students will take up this
cause to make UNM a better campus no matter what the price and
method used and forget about
their
"constitutional
rights,"
which for too long have been at
the mercy of the administration.
Carl Ulrich Brenning
DEFINES UNIVERSITY'S ROLE
Dear Sir:
.Mr. Jansson's editorial in the
October 19th LOBO about the
problem of "education" at UNM
is almost a caricature of the indignant student newspaper editorial of this generation. It trots out
all the usual platitudes, and it discloses all the usual obliviousness
to the meaning of the university
in the Western tradition.
Most American university students seem to feel that the university is a school where teachers
are hired to educate them. It differs from a high school only in its
size and the greater sophistication
of its courses. The professor is a
means, the student is an end. Campus bookstores and libraries and
research are "monsterous (sic)
monuments to the superfluous
when education, the main reason

they exist in the first place, stagnates.''
.
Now I am willing to admit that
a university, like anything else,
can be redefined to please the redefiner and redesigned to please
the redesigner. If we want to convert universities into dance halls
or marriage markets or kindergartens, we can do so. ,
But if we are to cons1der the
university in the light of its hi~
torical nature and purpose m
Western civilization, then we must
understand that it is not primarily
a school at all. It is a community
of scholars, not educators and
pupils. Some are apprentices and
others are masters, but they all
work to gether in the common
pursuit of knowledge. What goes
on in the serious dormitory bull
session, the extra-curricular meeting, the library, the faculty study,
and above all in the inmost sanctum of the free inquiring mind,
should matter at least as much as
what happens in the lecture hall
or seminar room.
It is not the task of the professor to instruct children, but
to learn, to contribute to learning, and to help stimulate the
learning process in .his apprentices: his students. It is not the
function of the student to "be
educated," but to learn, to contribute to learning, and to render such
assistance as he can to his super·
iors in the academic hierarchy:
his professors.
The student's role is active, not
passive. He is not the customer.
The undergraduate scholarship,
the graduate stipend, and the faculty salary are all basically the
same thing: grants for learning.
We are all learning together. A
scholarly book, a lecture, a student paper, an examination essay,
are all products of the same common effort.
In this light, the invidious distinction between "teaching" and
"research" is nonsense. The passivity of American university students, their unfamiliarity with the
world of book and journals, their
piteous pleas that the faculty
should seek them out and provide
for them, an stem from a basic
misconception of the nature of
the university. Students imagine
that they have arrived on campus
to have something done to them.
They are unprepared or unwilling
to do for themselves.
Fortunately, exceptions to the
general rule do manage to survive in this unpropitious climate
of opinion. A few students read
books on their own initiative, ask
questions, visit professors during
the office hours, and even join
them for coffee now aud then.
They think in the privacy of their
rooms and they share their
thoughts with like-minded colleagues. But they are all too rare.
The average European intellectual
supposes that the average Amer-

ican university is the equivalent
of of a European high school. The
bone-chilling fact is that he is at
least half -right.
w. Wai•renW,Il~,i.i.~ ,. • ,
Associate P'rofessor·'of
History
·
QUESTIONS LOBO'S
OBJECTIVITY
Dear Editor:
Mr. Noland's.accotmt o! the attack on the LOBO at the last
SDS meeting points up the fact
that a reporter must be very careful in reporting and interpreting
the things he observes. After the
attack on the LOBO (which did
take place, but not by a member
of SDS) the discussion turned to
the principles of editorial freedom
and free speech. Tim Hunter (also
not a member) .. P.Ilinttld out that
the editor was using editorial
privilege. This opinion was seconded by a professional news reporter (also not an SDS mem••
ber).
After about ten more minutes
of discussi()n, the consensus was
that the editor was within bounds
in stating his position although
there was some question as to
whether he was speaking fpr the
LOBO stalf by. stating that the
LOBO supported the war in Viet
Nam.
··
At this point, the discussion
turned to an appropriate response
to the LOBO endorsement of the
war. The result was the organization of student group that would
address itself stritly to the war
by Roy Swanson (also not an
SDS member) and a challenge by
SDS to debate the LOBO in a
"soul session" to see if they could
defend their position before the
students.
From the preceding, it can be
seen that an SDS meeting is an
unusual affair, that there is dialogue between opposing points of
view, and that what is said at an
SDS meeting is sometimes unpredictable.· ~
For the LOBO to attack the
SDS organization for a discus·
sion that took place at one of
these meetings seems most un·
reasonable to me. This eagerness
to catch SDS in a poor position is
probably understandable but it
does not speak very well for the
objectivity of the LOBO.
Roger Y. Anderson
Faculty Sponsor, SDS

a.

Circle K
Circle K will meet at 7:30p.m.,
Oct. 26. in the Union. All interested people are urged to come.

Theatre Guild
The New Mexico Theatre Guild
Conference will discuss the role
of the high school play in promoting the theatre during its meetings opening on Wednesday.

La Dolce Vital - UNM Style
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COnCept of uBiack Power'' Is Explained
By RUDY ANDREWS
In recent, ,lJlOnths the Civil
Right::; m!iy~~~D.t;a.s projected by
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) and SNCC (Student Nonviolent Co-ordinating Committee)
seems to have begun a program of
"black nationalism" with its advocacy of "Black Power."
'This slogan has caused tremendous furor in Washington, editoriali:.:ing in newspapers an across
the country, and a dialogue of
betrayal among liberals who have
been sympathetic towards Civil
Rights. There is said to be a split
developing among civil rights
leaders becaus.e of this "Black
Power" slogan. What is Black
Power ? How does it work? Is it
a separatist movement as some
say it is?' ··
·
The idea of "Black Power"
comes directly from the theory
that motivated the founding
fathers of America. These patlriots pf Americanism declared
that "taxation without representation is treason" and thus they
led a successful revolution for
independence against England.
It is essential to liberty that
laws imposing taxes on the people not be made without their consent. Yet, throughout the southern portion of he United States
Negroes are taxed without having a voice in the use of these
taxes .Instead tliey 'ai:e ·subject to
unbelievable · ·"infringemlmts' on
democratic rights.
The purpose of democratic rule
is to establish social policies which
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Introducing the hairy monster of the S. Valley.

Bravo! To one of the best in the nation.

"Seems like they found the snlution."

will aid all the people, and these
social and democratic polices will,
in the course of time, overcome
the people's poverty. For the
meaning of democracy should he
clear. It is not a term which supposes intrinsic value, but rather
it describes a search for certain
values in the interest of all the
people.
The legitimate object of government is to do for a community
whatever the people need to have
done, but cannot do in their separate and individual capacity. The
South has failed to give the Negro
population
these
democratic
rights and this failure must he
remedied.
After numerous ineffective bills
passed by the national legislature as a result of civil rights activity we now see a change in civil
rights strategy.
The Civil Rights Movements
recognize the effects of labor and
agriculture upon the political parties of this country because of
their concentrated strength-power.
And the way in which both parties respect that power is also
understood by the "movement.''
This understanding leads a portion of the movement to believe
that if the Negro can consolidate
his votes in areas where he has
a majority he can use this consolidation of his political power
as a weapon in bargaining for his
share of democracy.
This would mean that in states
like Mississippi where there is a
large Negro population, the Negro

World War I Veteran
Distod.ges Old B~llet
(Continued from page 1)
(MOSCOW) - During World
Win- One Fi!ipp Mihkailchenko of
the Soviet Union was shot in the
neck. Doctors decided the bullet
was too close to the jugular vein
to operate. But recently Mikhailchcnko bent over and felt a sharp
pain. The bullet squeezed through
the skin and fell out.

-aPianist Performed
(LONDON)-A political refugee once hailed as Communist
China's leading concert pianist
agreed to perform as scheduled
in London today only moments
after learning his parents had
committed suicide. The parents
of Virtuouso Fou Ts'ong took their
lives following persecution by
militant Red Guards.

-aCannonball Killed
(NEW DELtii) - A "human
cannonball" performing with a
circus in India was killed recently when the weapon discharged prematurely. Reports
reaching New Delhi today said the
man was making some adjustments inside the cannon barrel
when an assistant pulled the detonating cord. The victim was 25
years old.
Viet Nam Roles Given
t1.S. forces will take over the
striking role as South Vietnamese
troops begin playing a bigger ~ole
in pacification. In the ..Iast year
and a half U.S. forces have taken
over more and more as primary
strike forces. Vietnamese success
in '(Jroviding at least partial security to VietnamllS voters in the
September lith elections will give
the idea added. cirtphasJs. It is the
old idea on tlic ono~two punch.
U.S. and South Vietnamese
forces have been killing their Viet
Cong enemy at a rate of about
6-to-1 over their own losses. They
believe that Jn co.ll1il1g months
they cnn kill>the VC rm¢.:the North
Victna"mcs"Ei':
a rate faster than
the Communist can infiltrate.
Nonetheless pacification •.. that
is, the returnees from Viet Cong
control • . • in the last year is
figured only at .the rate of about
two per cent arid is not a howl·
ing success.
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Economic gains, the third phase
of the war, m:e described by American experts on the ground as
"not inconsequential.'' It is a negati\re phrase which means that
gains have been made but the program continues to be plagued by
Vietnamese corruption and by
inefficiencies. Greater attention
also is to be paid to this phase in
which the United States in the
coming year will invest around
700-million dollars.

KUNM Goes on Air
at 90.1 on FM Dial
KUNM-FM, the new radio sta·
tion on campus, went on the air at
2 p.m. last Wednesday.
The station actually went on
the air as KLNB-but the name
change to KUNM became official
with formal notification from the
FCC last Friday. The broadcast
frequency is 90.1.

vote--all a bloc-would be able
to elect a. pqlliical candidate, That
candidate could run for senator,
governor, sheriff or dog catcher
if it were in .the interest of th~
bloc fo).' him to do S!J,
If ;ili'ey thought none of the candidates were any god the bloc
could run its own candidate and
probably win! The Negro could
demand, from a position of power,
that funds appropriated to education or public works, for example,
be used in the South.
This does not mean that the
whites would receive fewer benefits from their taxes. Rather, each
citizen would begin, for the first
time, to enjoy the highest amount
of democracy possible within a
society. A portion of the popuhltion could no longer be kept at a
minimum economic level because
of its lack of education. No longer
would portions of our population
be born unproductive and left that
way to sponge off the productive
citizens through welfare benefits.
Black power means the selective

use of political power by Negroes,
to guarantee that Negro voices
will be heard, his needs met, and
equality for all achieved in a
democratic system. For full pol-
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itical democracy exists only when
all the people determine what the
government shall be. One man,
one vote is the principle of a just
society.
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Free yourself from shaving's tyranny with the new
Norelco Tripleheader Speedshaver 35T. It has more
features than any other shaver on the market. 18 rotary
blades whip away whiskers at 77 miles an hour! And
so dose we dare to match shaves with a blade. Yet
comfort~ble. Rotary blades and very thin Microgroove
floating heads can't nick or cut. With pop-up trimmer,
on/off switch, 110/220 volts and coil cord, this new
Norelco gives you all you need to ban the beard!
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UNM Professor•s
Article Published
A monograph on the Mimac
Indians of Restigouche, written
tains Dr. Bock's doctoral dissertaAnthropology at UNM, has been
released by the National Museum
of Canada.
Containing tables and maps,
the 95-page publication covers the
Micmac Indians in two areas, historical background and the contemporary reserve. It also con·
tains Dr. Bock's doctor! dissertation. Folklore information is contained in an appendi:x.
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NEW CHROME RINGS
NEW ROD BEARINGS
GRIND VALVES-GASKETS

about whether the Doctor was a certain "oneness" can emerge.
be elicited by acid.
prepared to speak about the qualPushing this fact to animplauDoes anybody really believe
ities of the drug, the psychic sible conclusion, it is then argu- that? Possibly not. Does the
broadening qualities. The Doctor ahle that the littluns of the coun- American Psychiatric Association
replied that he was aware of this try compose . a vaSt t1:ibr;l,c and ' realize that it cannot lecture to
discussion, but he did not wish . their commonness,' their 1remem- . the 18 year-olds of this country,
'1
to 'spea k about pr1va
· te reac t'Ions. · ranee,' 1'n· tl1e ·"r'eek
._ m.·ythic and should simply stop? ObserThen another person pursued · ~ense, is dependen~ on and ·can vaJ;lly not_·~~------:-
the question, wondering what was
the point of the confrontation.
That was the signal for the more
A & W ROOT BEER
rapid departure of people from
the hall, us there was a rapidlyDRIVE-IN
spreading feeling that the lecturer had concluded.
Look Far the ~right Orange Building!
Culture Conditions
Papa Burger
In response to my questions
Two patties on a double bun.
afterward, Dr. McCullough adDressed anyway you want it.
mitted that in the cases of Indians using peyote in a religious
Starts at SOc·
context, their common culture can
Delicious! ! Try it with Green Chili .. 60c:
condition the individuality of
Orders To Go
Phone 256-1118
3627 Monte Vista NE
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Juvenocracy Bored by Speaker
By BRIAN LEO
The speaker (might) have
shined his shoes and it was a
buffing in vain. The campus here
is apparently short on exaltes
this semester, but this paucity
was relieved recently at the 'acid'
lecture.
. The tension was bodng; between the two vested interests,
one .of whom declined to say if he
reflected the view of the American Psychiatric Association, and
the other group, the audience, declined to arrive on time or leave
on.time.
Smiles Helped
Once inside the hall, the audience paid attention to the lecture. I must, ht>wever, stick to
facts:
It was not a "lecture;"
Nobody was shocked;
Nodbody was scared;
Nobody learned anything about
either the art or technique of
drugs;
Nobody cared.
To get to the objections which
I feel in relation to Dr. McCullough, they are not so much concerned with ineptitude as with
inadmissability.
Peace Pilgrim
When the elderly lady who
billed herself as the 'peace pilgrim' appeared on campus, tlte
sense of anomaly concerning her
significance was lessened, as people knew she had some relevance.
When Dr. McCullough undertook
to speak to the students about
acid, he had less than no importance to the audience, as initiates;
he was irrelevant to them.
This was the case, and its
visibility was due to a number of
key words and phrases.
What is Tplerance?
One of the frequently-repeated
words which opened Dr. McCullough's point of view to plain
sight, was the use of the concept
of "tolerance" of drugs. He spoke
constantly of an increasing tolerance of the body for drugs, as if
we were going to say "thank
goodnesl!, we can use more, and
our bodiel! will still tolerate it!'
When you just know that nobody
in the room wal! interested in
'tolerability': rather the wish to
travel far over, to trample concepts of acceptability and tolerability-to be intolerable, unsafe,
outrageous.
Finding the Point
' The summary observation of
the imposture hanging all around
the Lecture Hall was established
when a young man far up at the
top of the hall asked a question
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RENT A TUX!
COAT and TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT

$6.50
$10.00

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie ancj Bouttonnlere,
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247-4347
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Meet Ralph Frey, Jr., 18
He's a college sophoDlore.
He has -~ pilot's license.
He Qan read 3,000 liVords a· 111inute.

•
•

Continued expansion
of our military and commercial business··;;.~. ~·. :::
provides openings
for virtually every technical talent. . . . .· :·:. . : , :~. :::
•

~'

.. ,., ..:..

t

As you contemplate one of the most Important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual "fringe" benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more Important to you and your future, Is the wlde·open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology,

'

,. '

l

the details.

if)UI!.••• 0

•Me

•o\
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'

Ralph F.rey is not a mental freak.. Nor is he a
IIIJiurolly faat reader. He learned this .revolutionary
techniQue of a:apid readina at the Evelyn Wood
Readint Dynamics Institute. He is one of more
than 10,000 graduates iJ) Calif!)mia.
Ralph was one of our better students. He started
the course at about 400 words a minute and
increased his l'a.te 8 times. Our average student
begins at about 300 words a ~ute and works up
to speeds over 1,500 words a minute.

You can do this; too!
"Reading dynamically,'' says Ralph, "means that
I can cover both the required and the suggested
reading for a course during the first month of the
semester. That leaves time for more extracurricular
. activities. On the weekend before an exam, I've
. reread several complete texts."
You may not learn to read quite as fast as Ralph
Frey (and then again you might!), but the
nationally known. Reading Dynamics Institute
cuarantees that you'll at least triple your reading
speed with good comprehension-or receiQe a full

And make no rnlstake about It ••• you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to Its national defense
as well.

tuition refund.

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures
oriented}, ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGI·
CAl. ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINE~RING PHYSICS.
For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer-or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108,

Watching Ralph•s hand lly over the pages (his
hand acts as a pacer), you can•t believe that he•s
Dale Bellamah, Builder
actually reodirig. He must be skimming.
C.
R. Jenkins, Research Tech,nician
But i"te•s not.
·.::, '·.
..;.., ~,;. ·- ·· .,,_
-> •• H:' d: K:~6gie,-lingineer . . . '
: Wm. P. Howell, Psysicist
Ralph F.rey c:an read the average novel in a little
· Irene Bennett, Nurse
under 40 minutes. Once, while standing in a book' Chris Weiss, Engineer
store, he read three complete novels before he was
Thomas Bridges, Teacher
asked to leave.
Claude Parkhill, Minister
.,
John Ward, Student
He studies between 1,'500 to 2,000 words a minute,
C. J. Brasher, Newspaper
and rarely dips below 1,000 wpm, even on the
. B•~<til Pmlls. Enl!'inee.r
tourheat material.
Kirsten Anderson, Sthdent
E;arJ l$orn, Dept. of Agriculture
Most aipilliamUy, however, is that he c:an amGabriel Contreras, Sp. Ed. Teacher
prebend .and ~LY!~\ ~·!I ~-,...Jilht down eo

Take a look_ at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Wh•tney Aircraft-Where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting sta.
blllty-where enginMrs and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for tho Company's continued success.

SPECIALISfS IN POWER , •• POWER FOR PRoPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILrARY SYSTEMS, CURRENT UtiLIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MA~INE AND INDUstRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Just to show you that Ralph Frey is not unique,
here are the beginning and ending speeds of high
·school and college students in Albuquerque.
'fYl>ICAL ALBUQUERQUE GUADUATES
1st
8th
Week Week
R. M. Chaplin, Business Analyst
283
1181.
Deanne Davis, Student
.
370
1331
503
2600
Wilfred Rondeau, Self Employed
448
5000
Thomas Snyder, Student
285
2700
Linda Strohmeyer, Student
182
2000
Donald Bishop, Student

1st
8th
Week Week
238
576
250
1780 ·
288
325
430
186
175
218
300
190
260
306
295
183

SEE FREE DEMONSTRAnONS
AlBUQUERQUE, . . .
A

1200 ·
1136
1500
1610
6400
1070
1050
1243
1020
1021
1000
1363

UNIV. OF NEW MEXICO-STUDENT UNION
4:30 and 7:30 P.M.
ROOM250C
CLASSES BEGIN
M'nday, October 31 ...... , ...... . 7 to 10 P.M.
. Tuesday, November 1 ............ . 7 to 10 P.M.
e You will - a leadr.a n,r • • J ,.• ....t a t - -

lite technique of dynamic ·rudinl was

lng ..,_,. , _ • &oat . . . . then '-II In detail wllat .. ._ ......

discovered by a Utah scl1oolt.-:her.
Evebn Wood first obaefYC!d d)'llllll!iC nwfirw 18

e

years qo when a university profeeaor mod her
term paper at an amazing .6.000 words a minute..

.........

Y011 wiU- a diC~~MEalaJ IIIIi IIIDI b' k ..... .....
'lfewswllhW..,..,_cl'ar
... .._W.tloe
COUfle: ···

e

Mn. Wood•s curiosity caused her to look forolher
exceptional readers, and 'over 'ilie next few years;
she foUnd 50 people who could read fufer than
1,500 words a minute, with fine comPI'f!liension,
outstanding rec:aJI, and great reading satisCaction.
She was now 8ure it was possible to read faster
than anyone bad thought, but the question of how
was not yet answered. It took 8 years of toil and
research, working with "natural" fast readers
before she developed a technique whereby average
s~dents learn to read 3 to 10 times faster.

YCMt will learn haw -

-

llslp.,.. • lrzlar r

with l111pJO¥IId CI ptzk h • . . . . . .....

i

..ROJflC

243•9772

.BALES~s~.
•ENGINE CONDITION PERMITTINI

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONN£CTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

t:lMSION 01" UNI'rl!t:l ullAfr'r COR!".

:· ..M~
n .....·~

All Equol 011"""''
-""iii;·

•

:

•
•
•
•

Evelyn Wood

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

207_ Dartmo~th NE

Albuquerque, N.M,

Phone 265-6761

FALL CLASSES NOW STARTING:
Albuquerque Classes Start Sept. 21
Las Cruces Cla~s Start Sept. 23 & 24

r··----------~:~::~~:~-::~:~----------••uui

!
j

11
1

I

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
207 Dartmouth NE, Albuquerqu.,, N.M./ Dept, L 10
Please send de<eriptive folder and class schedules. I
'understand that I am under no ohligation and that
no salesman will call.

Name~············~--···-~··············~·····
STREET~·~.- .......................... ~~ ........ ~ .... ~ .... .

CITY •..•••• , •••.••..•••••••••• STAlE •••.•...

I'

~

I
1
I
I

i.

I

I

I

•

.EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
2933 MONTE VISTA NE

•
..
~

~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1

011.-16 OPERATIONS

TERMS-FREE TOWING

Sa.,.

We guarantee to inereue the reading eftk:i.
ency of each student AT LEAST 3 times
with good comprelten.sion. We will refund
the entire tuition to any student who after
completing minimum dus and study re4 quirements, does not at least triple his read' ing efficiency as measured. by our beginning
.. and ending tests.

The first Reading Dynamics ~nstitute was opened
in Washington, D.C. in September, 1959. Since
that time institutes have been opened in 61 cities
throughout the country, and national enrollment
for the courSe now tops 150,000.

Comprehension is stressed.
At a recent teacher training conference Mrs. Wood
emphasized that dynamic reading is nothing like
the skimming techniques commonly used in speed
reading courses. ''You read five times faster,'' she
pointed out, "not by reading every fifth word, but
by reading five times as many words in the same
amount of time," Mrs. Wood emphasized that
using her technique of rapid reading, every word
on the page is noted.

•

Monday, October 24, J966
Tuesday, October 25, 1966

ALBUQOERG)UE~ ~NEW, MEXICO

•

PHONE 265-6761

,,..

,. l
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Lobo-BYU Game

a

By JEFF DENNARD
thought it was a game of touch:
Neither the Orioles nor the Cou· gars made any mistakes in the
It was the biggest mismatch if so, bring on the Pikes.
since Wilkie took on FDR, it was
Talking about the Dodgers, game. Both came up with the
the biggest television flop since they should take on the Lobes in big bomb 1!-~ just t:he right time
The Judy Garland Show ~ or a game of the te!lmS with the and both choked off the few op•
maybe it will premier next sea- non-existent offense. The Dodg- portunities of the opposition with
son as the top of the comedy ers failed to score for thirty- big defensivll plays. The only
shows.
three innings in the four-game difference is that the Birds had
The comedy was anything l:n,It series. The Wolfpack has shown a new face on the scene in Frank
divine, it was rather a comedy of about the same offensive potency !Wbint>on al).d the ·Cougars had
errors. Willie Davis of the Dodg- in their last four games, scoring the same team 1!-S la!!t year. They
ers was thought to be in a class four TDs. At least when things didn't need the help. Quarterback
by himself following the second started going bad for the boys Virgil Car,ter suplied the home
game of the World Series. Not from LA they tried to change run ball in much the same way
true. On one kickoff the two deep tactics by swinging for the as the Oriole right fielder,
Lobos played like Fairly and Da· fences. The Lobos hang on to
Oh well, the Dodger first basevis in the "you take it, no you their same offense as though they
take it" play on a long hit that were afraid someone was going
dropped. So did the kick!
to steal it. Not much to worry
about there-who's want it?
Mental Lapses
The infamous Dodgers commitThe defense seemed to have
the same mental lapses that have ted six errors in the second game
·hurt all year only this time the to set a Series record. The Lobos
lapses were of a different nature. made that many errors in the
Come in and select your Christmas
This game the Lobos thought the third quarter. Too bad the conCards from our outstanding albums.
rules had changed and no tack- ference doesn't keep track in that
Personal attention given every order.
ling was allowed. Witness a 32- department; the Lobos would be
Our store offers the largest selection
headliners.
yard touchdown run by a BYU
of Hallmark Cards in this area.
player who was touched (not to
Big Bomb
GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
be confused with hit or tackled)
Brigham Young played the
by no less than six UNM players. same type of game that Balti3501 lomas NE
255-4989
Apparently the boys on defense more came Up with in the Series.

man offers the excuse that the
team was tired after a tough pennant race. Maybe the Lobos were
tired from prllctice. At least we
don't hear any excuses from the
Wolfpack.
Read the Want Ads
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FRANK'S . Drive-In
4330 Lom'as N.E.

(Lomas at Washington)

PH. 255-4248

Wolfpock Drops
Fourth to BYU

•

"\.:.)' ..

(Continued from page 1)
times. The rest of the half was
uneventful and the score was still
12-0 when the gun sounded.
In the third quarter the Lobos
got a taste of what Poland got in
the blitzkrieg as the Cougars hit
for two TDs before the period
was even five minutes old. The
first score was on a 32 yard run
by Rodrique. The run was the
third play in a drive that took
but three plays and covered 67
yards. The second score was on a
one yard run by Ogden after Carter and Ogden had set it up with
long runs.
The Lobos finally got on the
scoreboard on a 39-yard series
after a short punt by BYU. BYU
replied with another score of their
own as Carter rolled for eight
yards with 8:45 remaining in the
game. The W olfpack threatened
once more in the game but Beitler was stopped short and the
Lobos lost their last chance.
The two teams battled each
other on even terms for the rest
of the quarter and it ended with
the score BYU 25--UNM 0.

..

-
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Comedy of Errors

..
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U.S. INAUGURATES DAILY
~HUTTLE SERVICE TO MOOlV
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By CHUCK LANIER
ca1.1se of a deficiency in the EngThe New Mexico G.I. Forum lish Language. But the report
and othe1· concerned groups are asks if the deficiency continues for
planning to picket the annual the nine grades of the school sysNew Mexico Education Associa- em and thus the reason for segretion convention which starts today gation.
at UNM, a spokesman told the
Call for End of Funds
LOBO last night.
Letters asking for an investigaThe protest is to be the result tion have been written to the
of alleged segregation of Mexi- Civil Rights Commission in Washcan-Ame1·ican students and Anglo ington, D.C. and Health, Educastudents in Loving, New Mexico. tion and Welfare Secretary John
The G.I. Forurp. is seeking an e1.1d iG!'Iidner. Letters have also been
to federal aid !ll:iven the commun- \l;e11t to ·the New Mexico . State
ity and hopes that the protest will l~chool Superintendent calling for
result in New Mexico teachers · ~n: end of state funds to Loving
joining in condemnati911 of the al- 1.1ntil the present practice of segleged segregation.
r.egation is halted.
Condemnation of the Loving
The report being circulated re· schools stems from a report which ports that the Loving School Sustates that students, 80 per cent perintendent said that placing
which arc M:cxican-Amel'ican, are Anglos and Mexican-Americans
divided into three sections for together would cause discipline
each grade level. In the upper problems. The G.I. Forum alleges
level, according to the report, all that this in violation of federal
are Anglo chlidren and a few law and therefore federal aid
"Mexican-American"
children, should be stopped.
To Meet Tonight
usually about five.
Prefirst Required
The G.I. Forum and other
The report, circulated by those groups ~re to hold a planning
seeking an investigation .. of the J1leeting. tonight in preparation of
Loving school system, alleges that the demonafP.,-,ation. The meeting is
in the other two levels are only to be held in the UNM Center for
Mexican-American children and Community Action.
no Anglos. The report continues
The Forum claims to have conthat all Mexican-Americans must clusive evidence that segregation
complete a year of "prefirst" be- practices have been in existence in
Loving schools for more than
fore entering the first grade.
·
The Loving School Superintend- thirty years.
ent, according to the report,
The Loving Superintendent of
stated that this is necessary be- Schools stated that an investigation was conducted by the State
Senate Meeting
Department of Education because
of similar accusations. He stated
that the investigation revealed no
segregation .
Members Sent to Loving
]\{embers of the team sent to
Loving to hold the investigation
Students will have a chance to have also stated that they could
confront U nivet·sity officials about find no purposeful segregation exthe parking situation at a meet- cept that based on language probing next Tuesday at 2:30 in the lems.
Union Council Room.
Officials of the New Mexico G.I,
The Student Senat1~ Ad Ht>e For•:un :Jtatc that this coul<l be
Committee on Parking will bold true in the first tliree years but
an open session for students to shouldn't be true for the remainexpress complaints and construc- ing grades.
tive suggestions on the parking
The report, which is to be circuproblem. Dr. Sherman Smith, Ad- lated to teachers at the Nl\IEA
ministrative Vice President, Van convention, ends by asking all
Doren Hooker, UNM architect, New Mexico teachers to press for
1md a representative of the UNJ\1 an end to segregation which splits
police have been asked to appear. the Mexican-Americans from the
"We are trying to find out what Anglos in many parts of the state.
can be done in the future." Senator Steven van Dresser said of the
committee's investigation.
Van Dresser said that the new
parking lots on the north end of
the campus have solved many of
the students' complaints about
parking. There is room for about
650 cars in the new lots.
·
One student said of the new
By TOM GARCIA
lost, "Yeah there is lots of room
A group of UNM students who
but who wants to hike in from
are against the war in VietNam
left field to go to class?"
Van Dresser invited all students will apply for a charter through
interested in the parking situa- Student Government. The group,
under the leadership of Roy
tion to attend the meeting.
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Parking Situation
To Be Discussed

KATHY BALL, Homecoming Election Committee member, is shown here demunstrating the new voting machine to be used in this year's Homecoming Queen eJections. An elections story on page two
of this issue of the LOBO explains s11me of the important rules of elections procedure which must be
followed this year. The new machines are expected to end almost all voting controversies which have
cropped up in the past elections. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

Dean Withholds Comment

Anti- War Group Asks for Charter

Listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.

WANT ADS

LOBO
Football Contest
.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES•

4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. In•eruOne
m..~ be eubmltted b:r noon on da:r before
~ub6catf!>n to Room 169, Student Publica-

-~· .,

tions Buddi~. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair. SpecW
rates "! UNM students on aU machin....
Free PickUp & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.

I

WIN TlCKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
Utah
Colorado St.
Wyoming
Arizona
BYU
E. New Mexicof---N.M. St.
Kansas St.
Kansas
Total points New Mexico vs. Utah

New Mexico

2000 A. D. is just around the corner.

FOR SALE
196S HONDA, 65 c.c., like new, $200 with
helmet. Call 299-4192. 10/20·26.
TUXEDO, "Mter.Six," purchased from
Strombe}'g's, _worn twice, complete with
accessoru,.. $65.00, . Second tuxedo included free. Call 298-1975. 10/21, 24, 26,
HI-FI system complete. $100. Heathkit FM
tuner, pre-amplifier, 55 watt, and speak·
cr cabinet with . tweeter, mid-range
woofer speakers. CaD Lt. Morgan, 2642088, 10/21, 24, 26, 31.
'57 CORVETTE (301 rebuilt moto,; cam
solid lifters, new top, new brak:S and
other equipment. $800. CaU Pan Dennisson, 277-4181 or 277-4406. 10/21, 24.
HELP WANTED
----

Where do you figure you'll be then?
Come the year 2000, you'll be about
to retire, for one thing. Will you look
back on your career with satisfaction? Or with second thoughts? It'll
depend a lot on how you begin your
career. And where.
At G.E. you get off to a fast start.
Big responsibilities come early.
You may find yourself at Cape

IS l/out wife bus:r? Can she quallfy as a
~retap-? If so, have her contact us
JmmedJately. Excel.lent salary .and workmg hours. Call Barnhill Associates. Mrs.
Sears, .1!65-7766. 10/1'7-26.
PERSONALS
DANCEl with conlldenoe. New class!!s be-

Kennedy, checking out the Apollo
moon shot. In India, ,!!]'stalling a nuclear power plant. Or in a laboratory, looking for applications for a
new silicone membrane that lets .a
submerged man breathe oxygen directly from the water around him.
This is a worldwide company
that's helping to change the world.

~'

And that's changing with it.~ Well
over half of the 250,000 products
G~neral Electric makes today didn't
extst ten years ago!
If you think you have what it lakes
to play a. key role in one,ot11 ttlft,Jmportant f1elds of your time, ,,talk 10 .
the man from General Electric.
We'll make our first 2000 together.

Contest rul""
l. Contest is open to UNM students onlY.
2. Only ONE entry will be noccpt.e<l from each cont<!Stant and Every game
must be i>k1<cd.
o
3. COntestants must pick toW poi~nts on UNM gam~ ..and in case at n tie
Ole contcstnnt. ~oming -elosest wa11 be d~larcd t.he wmner.
4. EntrieJ mll8t be received at the r.obo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
t;_ : !o member or St.ud~nt l,ubli('ationl'l is eligible !or prizes~
6. Winner will J"Cct!ivc tour ticlt~ts for the tooll,aU Sl~ason to Don Pnndw•s

Theater.
'7. Entries will be judr:ed by the Loht> sporls •lnfr.
s. In case at tics lbc prlt.cs· wm be divided nmonJt the winntnt.

GENERAL

ginning soon. YoU're only Steps away

from fun and popularity. Special ar-

rangements for organizations. Can now
• •• V. Meunier, 296-2223. 10/19-26.
GmLS, If you can't stand the shape
You're· in-mentai.Jy- we mean, shape up
and ~how him YOU're In the know. Easy,
ll'enbon KHFM and that :vou can get
happy blrlhda:r Beethoven" bumper
atlckero by stopping by the station.

e

ELECTRIC

NAME
ADDRESS
PilONE

•

•

Swanson, UNM student, hopes to
become a University recognized
organization.
Mr. Swanson said that the desire for a group organization of
this type has come as a result of
a raising concern of students
across the country about the war
in Viet Nam. He said that it is
time for UNM students to become a part of the great whelming force.
Draining Powers
"There is a war raging halfway around the world that is
draining America of its manpower
and destroying the conscience of
the American people/' said Swanson.
"The reason," he said, "why a
UNM student should concern himself with these facts is because
if the war follows its present
course there is a good possibility
that he will be among these statistics.''
"I don't care what President
Johnson says, we are not winning
the war in Viet Nam;'' said Swanson. (See Letter to the Editor)
Dean Has No Comment
When confronted with the ctuestion of what he thought of this
Jll'oposed group Dean Lavender,
dean of students, said he had no
official comment. In a LOBO interview last night, Dean Lavender
said that he was not too familiar
with the group.
He had not even heard rumors
as to the organization of such a
group. He snid that the chartering committee gives -special instructions ns to the chartering

procedure and not until the committee of students have acted on
the bill will he take ·action on it.
"1 will not judge the group or react until something has come before my desk," he said.
Should Be Granted
Rick Bolten, attorney general of
student senate, in charge of chartering, said that as far as he was
concerned he saw no reason why
the group should not be granted
a charter. He said that he was
not particulary against any kind

of group, no matter what they advocated.
All that he is concerned with is
whether or not the group meets
the requirements as stipulated in
Bill 29 of the chartering proce;.~
dure. If the group has enougli
ASUNM paid members and the
chartering committee recognizes
the legality of their constitution,
there is no reason why the group
should not be successful in acquiring a charter through student
government.

48 VC Dead in Raid;
l-lelicopt:er Is Downed
By United Press International
SAIGON - U. S. infantrymen,
canied by helicopter, pounced on
a communist force about 100 miles
east of Saigon today. In a running, two-hour battle through rice
paddies and mm•shes, the Americans ldlled 48 of the enemy. One
helecopter was shot down and
two crewmen were injured. When
the infantrymen stopped the
enemy, the communists ran, but
U. s. air strikes cut off their
escape routes. Remnants later
escaped into the hills.
British Freeze Wages
LONDON A compulsory
freeze on wages and prices has
been given final approval by the
British Parliament. The House of

Commons vited 307 to 239 to make
the freeze compulsory. The House
of Lords voted 20 to 10. Th!; .
freeze will last at least until next.,
August.
French Change Policy
PARIS - Financial sources in
Paris say France wm convert
fewer dollars into American Gold
in the future. The new policy is
said to reflect the mounting deli· ·
cit of the French balance of payments. For the first time in two
years, France registered a foreign
trade deficit in September. The
amount was 129-million dollars.
GM Earnings Drop
NEW YORK CITY - General
Motors Corp. has revealed that
Continued onPage 12

